
 � 18 Inch Accessory Wheels

 � All-Weather Floor Mats

 � Assist Steps

 � Bedliner

 � Bed Net

 � End Gate Handle

 � Exterior Styling Kit (Wheel Flares)

 � Molded Splash Guards

 � Side Window Weather Deflectors

 � Smoker’s Package

 � Soft Tonneau Covers

 � Tailgate Liner

 � Tow Hooks

 � Trailering Accessories

 � Wheel House Liners

Dealership Information

Customer Purchase Information

Visit our website for 
a complete listing of accessories 
available for your new Chevrolet:

www. ____________________________________________

ALL GM ACCessories are covered 
by your GM Factory Warranty

No less than 12 mos./12,000 miles

Here are just a few of the Genuine 
Chevrolet Accessories designed for 
your new All-New 2015 Colorado:

chevy colorado
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doName:  _____________________________________________

Address:  ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________

Phone:  ____________________________________________

Email:  _____________________________________________

Make/Model:  ________________________________________

VIN:  _______________________________________________

Notes:  _____________________________________________

___________________________________________________  

Customer Signature:

X  _________________________________________________
Signature is stating that customer was presented with full 

accessory portfolio at the time of vehicle purchase.



a. assist steps - 5" rectangular  These Assist 
steps are engineered to provide a sturdy step when 
entering or exiting your Colorado. They feature 
textured, traction-gripping step surfaces and are 
designed to enhance the overall appearance of your 
truck. Available in Chrome and Black.

b. soft roll-up tonneau cover  shield cargo in 
your Colorado while helping to protect the bed from 
harsh weather. The soft roll-Up Tonneau Cover is 
constructed with (or without) integrated crossbows 
and easily rolls up to allow full access to the bed. it’s 
available in Black with an embossed Chevrolet Bowtie 
logo. soft Folding Tonneau Cover also available.

c. end gate handle  Add or enhance the security 
of your Colorado with this lockable Chrome end 
Gate Handle. Along with the Lock Package, end Gate 
Handles feature the convenience of codeable lock 
technology. The codeable lock cylinder configures 
itself to your Colorado key, so it’s the only key needed 
for your truck.

d. side window weather deflector  Let fresh 
air in and keep rain, sleet and snow out with these 
dual function vent-and-visor side Window Weather 
Deflectors. Custom molded to fit your Colorado, they 
help reduce wind noise and sunlight glare.

e. exterior styling kit  Amp up Colorado’s 
aggressive styling with an exterior styling Kit, 
featuring body-color Front and rear Wheel Flares 
that help to protect Colorado’s wheel arches from 
flying debris.

f. tow hooks  Add functionality and enhance the 
appearance of your Colorado with these recovery 
Hooks. To avoid the risk of injury, never use recovery 
Hooks to tow a vehicle.

A.

I.

g. assist steps - 3" step bars  These 3" step 
Bars are engineered to provide a sturdy step when 
entering or exiting your Colorado. They feature 
textured, traction-gripping step surfaces and are 
designed to enhance the overall appearance of your 
truck. Available in Black.

h. bedliner  Add this Bedliner to your Colorado 
and take advantage of its co-polymer, skid-resistant 
material that minimizes load shifting. The Bedliner 
fits below the rail and features the Chevrolet Bowtie 
logo.

i. molded splash guards  Designed to accent the 
exterior of your Colorado, these Molded splash 
Guards fit directly behind the wheels to help protect 
against tire splash and mud. Available for the Front 
and rear (rear splash Guards pictured).

J. all weather floor mats  These Premium All-
Weather Front Floor Mats conform to the front floor, 
while nibs on the back help hold them in place. The 
custom-designed, deep-patterned grid helps collect 
rain, mud, snow and debris. Pictured with Z71 Logo.

k. smoker’s package  This smoker’s Package is 
convenient for those who choose to smoke in their 
vehicle. it fits perfectly into the standard cup holder 
and is easy to remove. 

l. wheel house liners  This Wheelhouse Liner 
helps protect the rear wheelhouse of your truck from 
damage caused by rocks, dirt, salt, road debris and 
weather elements.

 m. 18 inch accessory wheels  Personalize 
your Colorado with one of these styles of 18-inch 
Accessory Wheels.
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F.

Ultrabright Machined 
with Sterling Silver Paint, 

5-Spoke (SE4)

Aluminum Polished, 
5-Spoke (SE6)
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L.

accessories

Accessories pictured may be future products. Items shown may not be available for all models. Additional parts may be required for installation of certain accessories. Images are for representation only; actual product may vary. 
Use only GM-approved wheel and tire combinations. See www.chevyaccessories.com for important tire and wheel information. Consult your sales or service representative for more information. 
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